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Director *qual/exp* The candidate should be well known in the area of Finance, Economics, Management or an able Administrator with proven record with experience in Government, Industry or Banking/FI. The candidate should have philanthropic attitude towards education, should be socially responsible nationalist, believe in self regulation, market recognition, and should have highest respect for law *apply* Dr. J.D. Agarwal, Professor of Finance & Chairman, Indian Institute of Finance, 45A, Knowledge Park III, Greater Noida, UP 201308, INDIA. Phone: +91-120-6471004, 2323683-87; E-mail: jda@iif.edu; Website: www.iif.edu

Assistant/Associate Professors *qual/exp* A Ph.D. or equivalent research/published work with a first or high second class Master's Degree in the relevant area preferably with 5 years/10 years of experience in Teaching / Consultancy / Industry *apply* The Director, Indian Institute of Finance, 45 A, Knowledge Park III, Greater Noida, Uttar Pradesh 201310, INDIA. Phone: +91-120-6471004, 2323683-87; E-mail: jda@iif.edu; Website: www.iif.edu

Associate Professor (Real Estate-Finance) *qual/exp* Qualified candidates must have earned a Ph.D. in Finance, Economics or a closely related discipline by the start of the appointment and a commitment to conduct high quality, high impact research leading to publications in top outlets in Real Estate, Finance, and Economics. Candidates are expected to demonstrate promise for innovative teaching at both the undergraduate and graduate levels. Candidates will be evaluated according to their research potential, the overall quality of their academic preparation and scholarly work, evidence of commitment to teaching and skills as a teacher, and strength of recommendations. *apply* The Dean, Syracuse University, School of Business, 900 South Crouse Ave. Syracuse, NY 13244, USA. Phone: +1-315-4431870; Fax: +1-315-4434226; Email: resrch@syr.edu; Website: www.syr.edu

© Indian Institute of Finance
Chair (Finance) *qual/exp* Applications are invited from outstanding academics in the areas of banking and investment, corporate finance, or behavioural finance with an exceptional track record of success in other areas of the discipline. Candidates should have a record of undertaking research and teaching of the highest quality, publishing in top international journals, and mentoring emerging scholars, alongside a commitment to interdisciplinary working. The role will involve linking with the financial community, taking advantage of Edinburgh’s standing as an international financial centre, and a willingness to establish partnerships with sectors beyond the University will be particularly valuable. *apply* The Director, University of Edinburgh Business School, 29 Buccleuch Pl, Edinburgh EH8 9JS, UNITED KINGDOM, Phone: +44-203-4176076; Fax: +44-131-6508074; Email: recruitment@syllogism.co.uk; Website: www.business-school.ed.ac.uk

Faculty (Finance and Economics)*qual/exp* Candidates must have a Ph.D. degree in Economics or Finance from an AACSB-accredited university with 5 years/10 years of experience in Teaching / Consultancy / Industry. Publications record in international journals is desirable. *apply* The Registrar, Qatar University, College of Business and Economics, Department of Finance and Economics, P.O. Box 2713, Doha, QATAR. Phone: +974-44035000; Fax: +974-44035001; Email: snechi@qu.edu.qa; Website: www.careers.qu.edu.qa

Financial Research Analyst *qual/exp* Candidates should hold a Ph.D. in Finance or Economics and will be expected to do policy oriented research to assist in RBI’s economic policy formulation. They should have the ability, background, and motivation to conduct quality research independently and also help develop a vibrant research environment and conduct high quality original research directed at the top economics and finance journals. *apply* The Regional Director, Reserve Bank of India, Main Building, Shahid Bhagat Singh Marg, Mumbai, Maharashtra 400001, INDIA. Phone: +91-22-22601000; Fax: +91-22-22660500; Email: aranjan@rbi.org.in; Website: www.rbi.org.in

Professor *qual/exp* Candidates should hold Ph.D. and have appropriate academic leadership experience; have a strong and ongoing record of publications in high-quality, internationally recognised academic journals, a demonstrable ability to participate in international research collaborations and to attract external research income; have effective teaching skills and a commitment to quality teaching delivery; and be able and willing to contribute to College and professional service activities. Candidates with research and teaching interests in corporate finance and investments are particularly encouraged to apply. *apply* The Dean, University of Canterbury, College of Business and Law, Department of Economics and Finance, Private Bag 4800, Christchurch 8140, NEW ZEALAND. Phone: +64-33642555; Fax: +64-33642987; Email: glenn.boyle@canterbury.ac.nz; Web: http://www.canterbury.ac.nz
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**Professor (Finance) *qual/exp*** Applicants must have a Ph.D. in Finance or a closely related field, an internationally recognized record of research and scholarship, including publications in top academic journals and an excellent record of teaching. All applicants must demonstrate a strong commitment to scholarly research and teaching excellence. Salary and benefits are competitive and commensurate with the qualifications. *apply* The Chair, Department of Finance, George Washington University School of Business (GWSB), Funger Hall 501, 2201 G Street NW, Washington, DC 20052, USA; Phone: +1-202-9941000; Fax: +1-202-9944900; Email: savickas@gwu.edu

**Senior Economist *qual/exp*** Candidate should be a senior Ph.D. economist actively conducting research in consumer finance and household asset accumulation from a microeconomic, macroeconomic, or financial economics perspective. The candidate must have a track record of high-quality research and possess superior writing and speaking skills. The position’s main responsibilities include producing research for publication in top-tier academic journals, briefing the Bank’s president on consumer credit and asset accumulation issues, and writing nontechnical articles for our Economic Insights quarterly. *apply* The Governor, Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia, PO Box 1200, Minneapolis, MN 55480, USA; Phone: +1-888-8511920; Fax: +1-877-8882520; Email: recruiting_center@phil.frb.org; Website: www.philadelphiafed.org

**Senior Research Associate *qual/exp*** Candidate should have a PhD in economics, econometrics, actuarial studies or a related discipline, or close to completion of a PhD. Together with an outstanding research record in a field relevant to the focus of the hub. Excellent competency in computing and data analysis skills, and excellent communication skills is desirable. *apply* The Director, University of New South Wales Australia, High St, Kensington, NSW 2052, AUSTRALIA; Phone: +61-2-93851000; Fax: +61-2-93851844; Email: recruitment@unsw.edu.au; Website: www.unsw.edu.au

**Vice President (Quantitative Portfolio Strategy Analyst) *qual/exp*** Candidates should possess high first class MBA, MBF, PGDBF in Finance, Econometrics or Economics from a reputed institution. Experience in empirical research and Strong quantitative skills: linear algebra, statistics, time series analysis with ability to clearly formulate and conduct empirical studies is must. Excellent verbal and written presentation skills and strong creativity and ability to work independently or in a team, is desirable. Familiarity with financial markets and databases such as Compustat, CRSP, and Factset, a plus. *apply* The Managing Director, Barclays Bank PLC, 1 Churchill Place, London E14 5HP, UNITED KINGDOM; Phone: +44-345-6052345; Email: arik.bendor@barclays.com; Website: www.barclays.com
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